Based on the monotonicity of elementary functions, this paper constructed a new kind of buffer operator with parameter. The new weakening buffer operator improved the prediction accuracy; and through an example, the effect is good.
Introduction
The gray system theory that, despite the surface forms of the objective is complex and the data is disorderly, but they always have their own function as a whole and contain some kinds of internal law, the key is how to choose the proper methods to mine out and use them. Since the birth of the theory of grey system, many scholars have made a lot of work in data mining and utilization, and the theory is widely used in national product. But be disturbed by outside factor, the data will be distortion. To eliminate the disturbing factors, restore the data true colours, Mr. Liu Si-feng put forward the shock disturbed system, which make the data simulation more fit with reality. Based on this theroy, many scholars have constructed many kinds of buffer operator, which made the application of the grey system theory to get extension. Based on the existing research results and combined with the monotonicity of elementary functions, this paper constructed a kind of buffer operator with parameter.
The Basic Concepts and Axioms
Defintion 1: Let the system behavior data series is
first-order operator series.
Axiom 1 (Fixed Point Axiom) Let X is a system behavior data series, D is a series operator, then ( ) ( ) x n d x n  Axiom 2(Full use of the information axiom) Each data ( ), 1,2, x k k n   in the system behavior data series X should be fully involved in the whole process of the series operator function.
Meet the three axioms of the seies operator is a buffer operator. XD is a buffer series.
is a system behavior data sequence, and
When X is a monotone increasing sequence, D is a strengthening buffer operator  ( ) ( ) , 1,2, ,
When X is a monotone decreasing sequence, D is a strengthening buffer operator  ( ) ( ) , 1,2, ,
X is a monotone decreasing sequence, D is a weakening buffer operator  ( ) ( ) , 1,2, ,
(2) When X is a monotone increasing sequence, D is a weakening buffer operator  ( ) ( ) , 1,2, ,
The Construction of Weakening Buffer Sequences and Their Characteristics
is a system behavior data sequence,
monotone increasing(decreasing) sequence, then D is a weakening buffer operator.
is a non-negative monotone increasing sequence, that means
is a non-negative monotone decreasing sequence, that Table 2 ,using the original series ,the forecast error is 5.74%, and using the buffer operators D 1 ,D 2 , the forecast error are 0.48%, 2.29%, whose forecast precision are improved. But using the buffer operator D in this paper, the forecast error is only 0.12%. So the buffer operator in this paper is best.
Conclusions
Combined with the monotonicity of elementary functions, this paper constructed a kind of buffer operator. Through the example, the prediction effect of buffer operator constructed in this paper is good. But in the process of constructing buffer operator, how to select the parameters M, which need a further research.
